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About This Game

Alien Breed™ 3: Descent is the final explosive chapter in the Alien Breed™ series, and is a science fiction arcade-shooter with
an epic story, swarms of highly intelligent alien enemies, high-impact weapons and stunning environments, developed using

Epic Games' Unreal® Engine 3. Descend into hell and once again take control of the hero, Conrad, the ship’s Chief Engineer, in
his last stand against the savage alien horde. While the doomed vessel, the Leopold, and the alien space craft plunge deeper into
the planet’s atmosphere, with an icy ocean promising a watery grave, you have just hours to defy a grisly death and survive the
alien onslaught for the final time. As you struggle deeper into the sinking alien ship, through the freezing waters flooding every

corridor, the horrifying truth surrounding the existence of the Breed is finally uncovered… In addition to the thrilling
conclusion to the single-player campaign and the relentless and competitive “Survivor” modes, the game offers action-packed,

two-player online co-operative battle modes.

Key Features

Alien Breed™ 3: Descent - The stunning final chapter in the Alien Breed™ trilogy - an action-packed mix of arcade-
shooter, survival-horror and tactical weapons upgrades and customisation.

The final descent into hell!
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NEW - Set pieces – battle the breed through flooded levels and hull walk sections.

NEW – Third-person action - take control of the hero, Conrad, in the new action-packed, third-person, sections.

NEW – Fight the last stand armed with powerful new weaponry:

The Project X is a ‘BFG’ that vaporizes everything it comes into contact with.

The Electro-Link gun fires bolts of electricity and also sends chain lightning to damage nearby enemies.

NEW – Survive new alien enemies – the ‘Electro-shocker’ and dramatic encounters with the final horrifying
bosses.

Epic single-player Story mode – The final chapter in the single-player campaign mode that concludes the thrilling
narrative of the game through huge and challenging environments, including the new research lab level.

Single-player Survivor mode – Resist endless waves of intense alien horde attacks in specifically designed arena
environments.

Single-player Free-play mode – A single-player challenge mode – beat your high score on a previously completed
campaign mission.

Two-player Co-operative play mode – Work together to defeat the alien horde across three specially customised
assault maps for two players online.

Two-player Co-operative Survivor mode – Join forces online and try to survive three specifically designed arena
environments. Get competitive and challenge others online to beat your survivor abilities on the extensive Leader-
boards.

Additional Online features – Quick Match/Create Game/Friends Lists/Voice Chat/Leader-boards/Steam
Achievements/Co-operative Achievements.

Upgrades shop – Search fallen comrades and lockers to accumulate cash, and then tactically spend it on weapons/kit
upgrades in the in-game shop.

Playable demo/trial – A purpose-designed, action-packed free sample section of Alien Breed™ 3: Descent, called ‘The
Prologue’, which also features a time-limited Survivor mode map.
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It pained me to play through this game. I played another game recently called Oswald's Adventure which was pretty bad, but this
game fixed quite a number of those, but it did several cardinal sins of RPG's that are so blatantly awful that this should not have
seen the light of day. What do I mean by cardinal sins well let me list them for you:

I) The game's story is paper thin. And often times whenever it tries to build more upon the world within the game it creates a
bigger plot hole than there was originally. This will be brought up further in later points.

II) Every single dungeon is basically a hallway crawler, there are VERY few side paths, and there are no extra dungeons in the
entire game. Meaning each dungeon whether its a forest, another forest, a cave, a swamp, a mountain pass (that's the exact same
tile set as a forest), a castle, or a tower, you feel EXTREMELY railroaded. Making it seem like far less of an rpg than it should

III) The enemies even from starting out usually take 2-3 physical attacks from a character (even your big strong warrior Ven) to
kill. And this is a consistent trend throughout the ENTIRE GAME. You will rarely one shot enemies except for Ven, unless you
are constantly using your skills, which will be brought up later.

IV) You are very rarely ever given chests with good equipment in them, or opportunities to buy equipment. They all feel too
spaced out. To the point it feels rather disjointed power wise.

V) This is the biggie, the game requires you to backtrack through nearly every dungeon in the game. There are a few which you
have to backtrack through 2-4 times! This is the primary way this game pads its runtime. Most rpgmaker games allow a
'quickjump' through an area unless that area you are going through a second time has new story progress within it. This game
does not do that and could probably be a 2-3 hr tale instead of a 5 hour tale in that case.

VI) There is no sprint button, need I go on?

VII) Chloe who is classified as your rogue, learns primary offensive fire 'spells' making her seem like she should have been a
mage or something.

VIII) Lastly Chloe learns a screen nuke move relatively early (like lv 12) called fire storm this move makes all enemy mooks
obsolete, one use wipes out pretty much any enemy party if you are lvled properly, or leaves them with a paltry sum of health.

IX) The final boss is a bit of an\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 which completely ruins most of the feel of the game. The
screen nuke he has can both poison and silence, do half your health and if he mutes most of your characters especially your
healer you are kind of screwed. It's worse that there is no accessory that makes you immune to silence. There is for poison,
paralyze, sleep, and one other status, but not silence.

So simply put avoid this game.. Loved the concept the execution Meh. A clown dog pirate named Ganius James Rover, that's
enough explanation right there.. The lack of checkpoints is absurd. I enjoy hard games, and playing a hard game can mean
tolerating some annoying controls and poor implementation of certain concepts, but this game takes the cake for that. Levels last
far too long without a single checkpoint, and if you die once, that's it-- redo the level. That would be fine if it weren't for the
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extremely slow pacing, poor level design, and general mediocre way the game is set up. All in all, the game is what it says it is--
just another shooter with electronic music. At least it has honest advertising.. please put the online servers cause i got 2 friends
that wanna play online pls :( please add a mode where you add up to 32 bots thanks :D. This game is amazing. It allows you to
build with what are basically LEGO bricks and make bases and vehicles without any coding or scripting. All you have to do is
slap on some wheels and an engine and you're ready to go. There are a multitude of bricks in the selection which allow for
unlimited building and fun. There are also machine guns and cannons you can put onto your creation. On top of all this there are
hilarious destruction physics and a slow-time feature which allows you to slow down time to watch a crash or explosion. There is
also an arsenal of brick-built weapons and different teams which allow you to have a battle royale with your buddies, or you
could hop into zombie mode to see how long you last. All-in-all, this game is non-stop fun, and I can't stop playing it. If you're a
fan of sandbox games or LEGO this game is for you.. I have given this game a positive review because it is well made and based
on Apocalypse Hotel which I loved, but tbh this is not my type of game. It’s too hard and I don’t think I could complete it even
though I’m sure other people could I just prefer sim and pure rpg games instead games where you have a high-score and die so
much. It’s like a game called Wazhack which is similar in concept only fantasy not zombie.

The combat is fun, and the city is scary, especially once its dark and inside where you have to use your torch. If you like games
with permanent death amd where you get scared you probably will like this. I do wish non permadeath mode allowed you to
keep highscores though – I’d probably play mare then but I see why they didn’t because it’s designed for more oldskool gamers.
If there wasn’t a warning on the front page I wouldn’t have given a positive review but the dev was very careful to say what this
game is about beforehand which I think is great because most devs just want to con you into buying their game at any cost. Not
that I bought it, I was a Patreon of Flynnfour games back when they had a Patreon so I gert access to all their Betas and games
:D even this one which they just collaborated on.

You can tell that this was not a game made by the Apocalypse Hotel dev and only using her engine because it lacks some of the
things I’ve come to love from her games like humorous characters and sim elements. Because this game uses the same engine it’s
hard not to make comparisons. Apocalypse Hotel like Star Box or Fortunes Tavern is a story driven game where you can put
hundreds of hours into one playthrough – this game however could be completed in 3 hours although I can’t imagine anyone has
yet. The dev told me that she scored 700 points but I cant even get 250 yet.
I say good game but not for me and I give 7 out of ten. Would probably give more if it was my type of game!
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A game that I played and enjoyed back in '99, and bought again to re-live old times.

I love the sort-of dystopian-steampunk setting, and you can press a key to say nasty things to pretty much any character you
encounter. Weapon variety is fair at best, however each can attach multiple mods purchased throughout. Also features Cypress
Hill.

A pretty good game, worth a try.
8/10. This game is great and improves on VR's technical issues in many ways. I barely felt any motion sickness or weird vertigo
feelings. The gunplay is fun, dodging bullets is fun, but the fatal flaw is that (and I'm sure this can be patched) you cannot run
and gun. Meaning you must wiggle your arms to hop 5 feet, shoot and repeat to dodge bullets since they shoot where you were.
So basically, the game itself and overall, is not that fun and seems repetitive. I played for 73 minutes.. Whenever Im studying
for an upcoming assignment or doing homework. This is what helps me get it done before the deadline. As this games Number 1
Fan. I absolutely love the soundtrack and Im sure you will too!. I highly do not reccomend this game for a full review check out
this video, but do yourself a favour and save your money. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Veq9HyTJCCU. Game is
amazing. Very fun to play. Love the style of graphics. Really makes me feel like I'm back in time playing classic games, with
great use of the classic camera. 10\/10
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